Inter-molecular migration during collisional activation monitored by hydrogen/deuterium exchange FT-ICR tandem mass spectrometry.
The difficulty with integrating solution-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) and tandem mass spectrometry is that the energy added to cause fragmentation might promote gas-phase migration of the added deuterium atoms. Here, we compare the solution-phase HDX profiles generated from a- b- and y-type fragment ion series originating from capillary-skimmer dissociation. The isotopic distributions of fragments from the different fragment ion types were used to determine the isotopic state of the amide hydrogen within a specific residue. Even though the same amide hydrogen was examined, the result was different for different fragment ion types. This observation indicates that different fragment series are not equally subjected to inter-molecular migration during collision-induced dissociation (CID). We also investigated the gas-phase reactivity of originally undeuterated CID fragments of penta-phenylalanine using gas-phase HDX in an external accumulation hexapole. The incorporation of deuterium into the different fragments was studied as a function of hexapole pressure. It was found that different b- and y-ions from the same peptide had different gas-phase reactivity. However, the a-ions did not display significant gas-phase reactivity. The observed behavior has significant impact on any method that involves comparing the isotopic distributions of different fragment ions. Great care has to be taken in the interpretation of the HDX data using CID to increase the spatial resolution. The isotopic state observed after solution-phase exchange might be more preserved for some CID-fragment types.